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 Guest
Editors

From
THE 

Dear Reader,

Expanded scenography is everywhere. On the streets, in hospitals, at airports, parks and shopping 
malls and most recently, in the form of knitted pink beanies and protest banners at political rallies. 
Space ‘performs’ in the everyday, quotidian, and the mundane, providing much inspiration for 
scenographers both in and beyond conventional theatre.

While it could be argued that ‘expanded scenography’ has existed since the beginning of human 
culture, performance design’s focus on the ‘expanded’ over the last decade has opened up new 
approaches and artistic insights. Gone are the days when being a stage designer was restricted to 
‘working on other people’s shows’ in traditional theatre spaces. Instead, scenography now represents 
an exciting pathway for imagining and inspiring new realities beyond the confines of the theatre 
building and its (often elite) audiences.

This special issue on ‘Expanded Scenography’ features artists who have ventured outside of the more 
traditional boundaries of theatre-making and performance design to find their own way of responding 
to the complex problems that haunt us in today. While incredibly diverse, it is our collaborative desire 
for contributing to the wider world and being part of the political debate as artists in our own right that 
unites us in this issue.

We are so proud to be featured with this selection of artists working in the expanded realm and 
contribute to the conversation as guest editors. We hope that this publication opens up discussions  
that reframe traditional perceptions of scenography and introduces new audiences to its potential. 

 
Tanja Beer with Ian Garrett 
Guest Editors 
Q16: Expanded Scenography 



EXPA N DED 
SCENOGR A PH Y 

@ PSI 2016 
By Tanja Beer
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The Performance Studies International conference (PSi 
#22, July 2016, Melbourne, Australia) provided a unique 
opportunity to set up a panel of experts working in the 
field of expanded scenography. Aimed at both theatre 
practitioners and scholars, PSi #22 combined academic 
presentations with performances and artist discussions. 
Keynote speakers included celebrated philosopher Bruno 
Latour (Sciences Po, Paris) along with Rebecca Schneider 
(Brown University), Indigenous leader Richard Frankland 
(University of Melbourne) and Peta Tait (La Trobe 
University). The theme of the conference, ‘Performance 
Climates’ which encompassed larger environmental 
and social questions around performance was the 
inspiration behind our panel. We used the term ‘expanded 
scenography’ to acknowledge an increasing number of 
performance designers working outside of traditional 
theatre, and whose passion for socio-ecological issues was 
at the core of their practice. 

The notion of the ‘expanded’ in scenography was originally 
referred to by academic Thea Brejzek, and has been 
used to signify contemporary performance design that 
has rapidly moved beyond the theatre to intersect with 
a diversity of fields, such as architecture, exhibition, 
public art and landscape design. Under the notion of the 
‘expanded’1, narrative, performative and process-based 
strategies of scenography are re-explored to consider 
spatial politics and social agency2. Here, “the scenographer 
emerges not as the spatial organizer of scripted narratives 
but rather as the author of constructed situations and as an 
agent of interaction and communication”3. 

In responding to the ‘Performance Climates’ conference 
theme, our panel sought to consider embodied and  
spatial relationships to global issues and provoke new 
forms of permeability and transdisciplinarity. At the core 
 of our intention was to bring like-minded designers 
in a room together, and to consider how scenographic 
methodologies and practices might play an active 
role in contributing to socio-ecological issues outside 
of conventional practice. We asked: ‘How might 
scenographers contribute to building environmental and 
social cohesion and resilience?’.

The aim of the panel was to present an international group 
of hybrid researcher-creators exploring the boundaries of 
projects that problematize scenography and performance, 
and its relationship to greater ecologies and environments. 
The diversity of our panel’s participants4 and topics 
demonstrated how performance design is increasingly 
moving towards greater forms of hybridity. Presentations 
included: a summary of Rimini Protokoll’s staged 
simulations of the UN World Climate Conference (Imanuel 
Schipper); creating performance ‘ghosts’ in threatened 
environments using geolocation, augmented reality,  
and 360 film making (Ian Garrett*); re-creating immersive  

forest installations for community, collectivity, citizenry  
(Beth Weinstein*); staging an immersive gustatory and 
olfactory ‘treasure hunt-like’ event through Melbourne’s  
most ethnically diverse community in search for key 
ingredients to breakdown social barriers through food 
(Jennifer Tran); creating hospital rooms that alleviate 
psychological and physical suffering through scenographic 
processes (Efterpi Soropos*); building a virtual forest for 
hyper-living humans to experience a vital restoration of  
body and memory of Shinrin-Yoku or ‘forest bathing’ 
(Gwenyth Dobie & William Mackwood*); an exploration  
of performative and scenographic tactics that draw us to  
the ‘peripheral’ phenomena (Maiju LOUKOLA & Liisa 
IKONEN); and a public scenographic event that brought 
audiences into a greater understanding of increasing 
biodiversity in the city (Tanja Beer*). 

The presentations and discussions highlighted the distinct 
trend in scenography expanding beyond traditional theatre 
spaces and contexts in favour of participatory experiences, 
transdisciplinary practices, urban interventions and 
community platforms. The diverse presentations 
demonstrated how possibilities are expanding to use 
scenographic strategies (i.e. spatial, narrative, 
dramaturgical, performative and multi-sensory) as a  
way of engaging with the world beyond the theatre. 

 
QUESTIONING ‘EXPANDED-NESS’

In our final session, we brought the presenters together 
to discuss questions regarding the potential (but also 
the elusiveness) of the term ‘expanded scenography’. 
We asked: what is expanded scenography? How does 
expanded scenography differ from applied scenography? 
What is the difference between expanded scenography 
and expanded architecture? How does scenography 
differ from other forms of art? The discussions that 
arose around these queries posed more questions than 
answers. However, one thing was clear: what we do 
and the way in which we practice does not fit easily in a 
box. Nevertheless, as designers working in the field of 
expanded scenography, our processes are universally 
informed by the way our work engages with the social, 
political, ecological understandings of the ‘time, space, 
narrative, and audience experience’. Here, expanded 
scenography meets expanded architecture and other 
expanded disciplines to become free from the shackles  
of disciplinary rhetoric and formal expectations.

As scenographers that work outside conventional theatre, 
our work has increasingly become about questioning 
normative practices and re-imagining what scenography 
is and what it can become. And while the diversity of the 
field was evident in the panel presentations, there was 
a distinct sense of belonging amongst the group. We 
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spoke a common language that had been built through our 
shared backgrounds in conventional theatre. Our training 
and experience in the traditional performing arts had given 
us a particular lens in which to practice as designers. In 
discussing our work, we discovered commonalities that could 
offer a glimpse into the potential characteristics of expanded 
scenography. These included: 

  A focus on creating immersive experiences across 
galleries, public squares, hospital rooms and streetscapes;

 An engagement with the specificity of ‘place’ and locality;

 A renewed interest in engaging communities outside  
of theatre in scenographic processes;

 A strong desire to engage with transdisciplinarity, 
particularly through technology and science ;

 Axn increased interest in the haptic, olfactory  
and gustatory;

  A need to engage with the authenticity of production – 
where processes of production (or traditional ‘backstage’ 
elements) are no longer hidden and audiences are invited  
to be part of the making of the work; 

  A willingness to give up complete control of the design 
outcome and allow audiences to participate more with the 
process of creation;

  An increasing interest in the agency of space and vibrancy 
of materials;

 A notable engagement with biophilia through the creation  
of ‘digital natures’ or a haptic encounters with living materials;

 An underlying sense that ‘space is political’, including  
an increased responsibility for how this affects our practice 
(both in front of and behind the scenes); 

 A greater reliance on the scenographer being the project 
instigator and co-producer.

There are undoubtedly many more characteristics of 
what might make up our understandings of expanded 
scenography, however, these are just a few which stood out 
for us over the course of the day. What was evident in our 
discussions was the ever-expanding nature of our field and 
the exciting possibilities that it provides. Opportunities for 
performance designers have never been more diverse and 
inspiring. I look forward to seeing more scenographers using 
their theatre training to explore the potential to expand their 
practice outside of traditional contexts in the coming years. 

FOOTNOTES

1 See Beth Weinstein’s article (page 22) which provides 
an excellent summary of the notion of the ‘expanded’ in 
expanded scenography.

2 See: Brejzek, Thea. 2010. “From Social Network to Urban 
intervention: On the Scenographies of Flash Mobs and Urban 
Swarms.” International Journal of Performance Arts & Digital 
Media no. 6 (1): 112.

3 Brejzek, Thea. 2011. “Space and Desire.” In Space and 
Desire: Scenographic Strategies in Theatre, Art and Media, 
edited by Thea Brejzek, Wolfgang Greisenegger and 
Lawrence Wallen. Zürich: ZHdK: 4.

4 Our panel included both independent and University 
based practitioner-researchers, including: Imanuel Schipper 
(Germany), Beth Weinstein (University of Arizona, USA), 
Jennifer Tran (Melbourne), Efterpi Soropos (Melbourne), 
Gwenyth Dobie &William Mackwood (York University, 
Canada), Maiju Loukola & Liisa Ikonen (Aalto University, 
Finland), Ian Garrett (York University, Canada) and myself 
(University of Melbourne).

* Denotes presentations that have been adapted for this 
publication: Beth Weinstein (Prone to Collapse), Gwenyth 
Dobie &William Mackwood (Rallentando), Efterpi Soropos 
(Human Rooms), Tanja Beer (Refugium) and Ian Garrett 
(Ghosts).
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R A LLENTA N DO 
By Gwenyth Dobie and William Mackwood
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Rallentando, a multimedia art installation by 

Out of the Box Productions, creates a virtual 

forest, enabling hyper-living participants 

to experience a vital restoration of body 

and memory. Based on the Japanese idea of 

Shinrin-Yoku or Forest Bathing, Rallentando 

creates an environment for a participatory 

audience experience in which they might be 

similarly calmed; as the gentle exposure to 

nature is known to do, slowing breath and 

heart-rates. Time decelerates with images  

of clouds, greens, blues, sunlight, wind, water, 

and waves. Photo Credit: Aria Evans



DJ Chel Paterson creates a sonic trail using 

his turntable as an instrument. Sounds are 

captured and looped, creating a deeply 

personal as well as a shared experience 

among the participants. Photo Credit:  

William Mackwood

Photo Credit: Aria Evans



The scenographic elements move away from 

realism to emphasize the colors, textures, patterns 

and ‘natural’ yet controllable movements of: forest, 

beach, mountains, sunsets. The gently morphing 

natural worlds allow participants to soak in the visual 

‘bath’ around them. Interactive elements (birds, 

insects, and lighting) offer a magical world in which 

the Fauns are able to play within their environment. 

Portals open to the most wonderful intimate 

moments, offering detailed visions of nature’s most 

beautiful creatures. Forest and Ocean Images created 

by William Mackwood.
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Live performers act as a conduit between 

audience and technology. The Fauns in 

Rallentando guide our focus, direct our breath 

and energy and “put their arms around our 

shoulders” to let us know we are not alone, 

while we interface with the virtual domain.

“I reflected on the beautiful "cycle" of using 

technology to create a relaxing oasis of nature 

within a city, in a society that often blames 

technology for removing us from the natural 

world.”— Audience member of Rallentando.
Photo Credit: Aria Evans

With motion tracking, the Fauns are able  

to affect environments interactively offering  

a dynamic loop between the animator- 

performer and her environment. As in  

any ecology, we have attempted to offer  

a feedback loop in which “What I do affects 

the world, while what the world does affects 

me.” Software programs VUO, QLab3 and 

TouchOSC offer the flexibility and inter-

program exchange that the vision demands. 

Photo Credit: William Mackwood
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HUM A N ROOMS:
By Efterpi Soropos
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SCENOGR A PH Y, T ECH NOLOGY, 
EX PER IENCE, T H ER A PY
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It was in 1989, in a state of grief for a friend dying of AIDS 

under the cold, clinical florescent lights at St Vincent’s 

Hospital (Sydney) that I began to re-imagine a different 

kind of hospital room – one that might provide patients 

with a soothing transition into the afterlife. Then, in 1995, 

when my Mother was dying of breast cancer in a similar 

institutionalised hospital room, the need to create an 

alternative space for palliative care returned. These events 

of personal grief and loss provided a significant turning 

point in my professional and personal life. What manifested 

was a desire to develop a greater understanding of how 

design could be used to provide a positive influence 

on the emotional and physical body. This triggered 

the development of HUMAN ROOMS™: an immersive 

experiential concept that can assist patients to reduce 

stress, induce relaxation and meditative states within  

a peaceful and harmonious environment.

My 25 years’ experience of designing for performance 

environments has provide a unique foundation for creating 

Human Rooms. As a performance designer – working 

across theatre, dance, opera and events – I have always 

been fascinated by the way scenography can transform 

spaces to create varying atmospheres and environments 

and its subsequent effect on audiences. In particular, it 

was designing spaces for dance parties and observing 

how people responded across the frenetic dance and 

‘chill out’ rooms that initially informed the Human Rooms 

hospital room environment. I witnessed how each of 

these spaces delivered sensory input that encouraged 

different physical and mental responses. The scenographic 

delivery of light, sound, image, scent, timing, placement, 

intensity, atmosphere and mood had a strong impact on the 

participants. Through my work as a performance designer, 

I became acutely aware of how the amalgamation of these 

elements shape our experience.

In a standard hospital room, people could be stressed, 

in pain, chronically ill and dying. They are inhabiting an 

environment of severe fluorescent lights that flicker and 

generate a disturbing vibration, and the smell of chemicals 

and sickness. Added to this harsh atmosphere is the 

noise of staff, visitors and other patients, the starchy, cold 

bedding and textures, overheating and drab monotone 

color schemes. In the last two decades, many architects, 

medical staff and artists have been driving a wave of 

change in the way patients are cared for and the design of 

hospitals. Yet, very little is still known about the impact  

that the hospital environment has on its patients. 

In 2006, as part of undertaking a Master of Community 

Cultural Development (VCA, Melbourne University),  

I theorised on how a range of sensory applications could 

be created for therapeutic purpose for ‘human centred’ 

hospital environments. This ‘human-centred’ approach 

involved a transformative technology application that would 

enable a patient or participant to control a range of sensory 

elements (e.g. colour lighting sequences, original video 

projections and original sound works) that were developed 

to assist in relieving their psychological states of mind.  

I called this concept ‘Human Rooms’ as a way of articulating 

spaces that are sympathetic to human experiences. 

The aim of Human Rooms was to design spaces that 

encourage experiences of immersion, inhabitation, 

participation and feedback. The video, sound, colour and 

lighting sequences is delivered by a system which allows 

the participants to have control and engage with a variety 

of options. The interior architecture of the room is designed 

to absorb and reflect the sensory content and create an 

atmosphere that enables participants to reconnect with 

themselves and the environment presented in the rooms. 

More than one person at a time can participate, including: 

patients and families together and/or by medical and 

therapy staff. The content that is developed for each 

room forms the library of immersive stimuli through the 

participant feeding back in recognition. All the content 

stimuli are original and participant access to the stimuli  

is by an application connected to a computer program. 

The first Human Room, The Disambiguation Room 

at McCulloch House (Monash Health) was created 

in 2007. Since then, I have established six Human 

Rooms in Australia, with three more in various stages 

of development. My latest project was conducted with 

The Albany Community Hospice (WA). In the brief for 

the design, there was emphasis on the importance of 

locality and place that assisted patients and families in 

reconnecting with local places and memories – perceptive 

information that represents their homeland, ecological 

environment, memories and connections to place and time. 

We drew upon the resources of the local artistic community 

and their knowledge of place to produce the new content 

library of the Human Room. This research informed 
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the scenographic features (scent, videos, music, and 
architecture) of the Albany Human Room interior space 
and garden. The scope of research included the local frog 
ecosystem; the scent of wild flowers and the Indigenous 
Noongar legends for death and spirit ascension. 

The interior architecture consisted of a large portal  
wall (a circular wall frame over a video screen) and  
a canopy of cloud light-fixtures hang from the ceiling.  
The garden space was created to hide the sight of the  
main hospital building next door. A series of pinnacle 
shaped glass sculptures and a water feature was used  
to connect to the interior space at night with gentle light  
and sound sequences. 

The sensory options, spatial architecture and technology 
provided an interactive atmosphere that allowed the 
participants to have a bi-directional relationship with 
the space. This assisted the participants in having a self-

regulating experience – that works with the emotional  
body – to reduce physical and psychological symptoms 
such as pain and insomnia and anxiety, fear and stress.

In early 2017, Human Rooms will be establishing a 
dedicated studio space in Melbourne, Australia with 
the aim of continuing research and development, and 
providing a service to the wider community. I will also  
be working in partnership with an aged care organisation 
to install Human Rooms into their interiors and provide 
experiential sensory programs that will be specific 
to residents with dementia, depression, insomnia and 
agitation as well as palliative care.

Photo Credit: Efterpi Soropos
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PRONE TO 
COLL A PSE:  
A WOR K A N D  
WOR K ING 
THROUGH 
EXPA N DED 
A N D CR ITICA L 
PR ACTICES
By Beth Weinstein
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Photo Credit: The Tucson Museum of Art
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In 1979, using a now well-known diagram, Rosalind Krauss 

proposed a new lens for thinking about contemporary 

art works being made (and practices being practiced) 

that defied the pre-modern and modern categorization 

sculpture. Outside the perimeter of the square defined by 

‘architecture’ and ‘not-architecture’, ‘landscape’ and ‘not-

landscape’, and reflecting the triangulated point between 

them (sculpture), Krauss’s expanded field included new 

types of works such as axiomatic structures, marked sites, 

and site constructions. 

The expanded field is thus generated by problematizing 
the set of oppositions between which the… category… 
(sculpture)… is suspended. And once this has happened, 
once one is able to think one's way into this expansion, 
there are— logically—three other categories that one 
can envision, all of them a condition of the field itself, and 
none of them assimilable to (sculpture). … (sculpture) is 
rather only one term on the periphery of a field in which 
there are other, differently structured possibilities. And 
one has thereby gained the "permission" to think these 

other forms. (Krauss 1979, 8)1

From my perspective, it goes without saying today that 

operating within an expanded field should be the norm. 

Yet dominant disciplinary silos, be they architecture, 

landscape or stage design, continue to fence off vast 

territories of inquiry and practice. 

Architectural historian and theoretician Jane Rendell has 

been arguing for what she calls critical spatial practice, 

practices that are questioning, self-reflexive, at the 

peripheries of disciplines—physically and conceptually 

in the ‘Places Between’—and that move between the 

theoretical and synthetic. “Critical theories are forms of 

knowledge which are ‘reflective’ rather than objectifying 

and take into account their own procedures and 

methods…They are self-critical and desirous of social 

change.”(Rendell 2011, 21) “(T)he term ‘spatial’ signifies 

a more expanded field than architectural…(P)raxis’ has 

a very precise technical meaning in Marxist literature.” 

Rendell uses ‘critical practice’… building on a Frankfurt 

School view that takes "critical theory’ as a reflective and 

emancipatory activity." (Rendell 2011, 20) 

Triangulating between Krauss’s expanded field and 

Rendell’s definition of critical spatial practice, I am seeking 

to define the terms and relations between these territories 

that may chart out a new Krauss-inspired diagram. The 

territories of pop-up interventions or forms of tactical 

urbanism, installations, immersive environments, 

atmospheres, exhibitions and performance designs, 

sited in what Robert Smithson would have called “sites” 

and “non-sites”(Rendell 2006, 16), all hover somewhere 

around and between modes of operating associated with 

architecture, not-architecture and scénographie.2 

Prone to Collapse (McMahon and Weinstein 2015) resides 

within this expanded field and I would argue is also a 

working of critical spatial practice. This statement already 

sets up a tension between the doing—the practic(e)-ing or 

working—and the thing done (the work) (Diamond 1996, 1). 

Prone to Collapse afforded an opportunity to reflect upon 

and value the vibrancy of matter, as theorized by political 

scientist Jane Bennett (2010), and the ecological cycles that 

informed both installation content and container; to explore 

alternative sociabilities through processes of construction, 

assembly, and installation; and to explore performances  

of publics and space manifest through the inhabitation of 

the work. 

Collaborations between visual artist Ellen McMahon and I 

conjoin around issues of climate change—water, plant and 

animal species die-off—and Prone to Collapse, specifically, 

reflects upon research revealing that

the South-western United States has lost more than 20% 

of its forests (in the last decade). In the 2002 drought 
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Piñon pines died across the four corners area reaching 

90% mortality in some sites in Arizona and New Mexico. 

… (S)cientists… (are) working to understand… forest 

die-off from local to potentially global scales… (using) 

hemispherical photography. (Weinstein 2015, 6)

After a residency with UA scientists in these forests, 

McMahon became interested in presenting the beautiful 

scientific evidence—the hemispherical photographs of tree 

canopies—in the form of a projected animation, to move 

viewers over time through healthy, dying and dead forests 

and “to make climate change and… scientific information 

‘sensible,’ palpable, and moving, motivating those who 

experience such works to become engaged, in a way that 

pure data fails to do.” As the spatial practitioner of the 

duo, my ambition was to create an environment for the 

projection of these tree canopies that would shift viewers 

out of the normative gallery-visitor posture and perceptual 

realm, one that would 

invite viewers to experience the tree canopy in a(nother—

recumbent—) position as though lying on the forest floor, 

and, through engagement of the senses of touch, sound and 

smell,…(and) transport (them) to the forest (presented or 

from one’s memory). (Weinstein 2015, 6)

The means towards this emerged through the iterative 

development of a material logic related to tree and tree-

byproducts. Even if not perceptible to the gallery visitor, 

I prioritized using materials in the installation that were 

intercepted, syphoned off, detoured from and then returned 

to an existing ecological flow—from forest, through the 

logging industry to the lumber and paper industries, 

onward to (architectural and art) printing industries, and 

then recycling networks; and the local Christmas tree 

industry to mulch. The intention was to purchase or procure 

as little raw material as possible. Paper, paper tubes, 

and pine needles were borrowed from and, after the last 

installation, will be returned to their material cycles. 

Consideration was given to the methods of construction. 

The priority was that the means of assembly and 

construction be simple, low or no technology, and could 

become opportunities for social interaction. Paper tubes 

that had been destined for recycling were “borrowed” and 

used for the primary material of the installation—as the 

platform for viewers and structure to support the screen. 

The “technology” for assembling the tubes entailed cutting 

lengths and notching them, and then tying them together 

into bundles with cotton string. As cut and notched tubes 

began to proliferate in my lab, students’ curiosity mounted. 

Their queries led to their volunteering a few minutes to tie 

and talk, an updated and non-gender-specific variation of 

a “stitch-and-bitch”. The repetitive and meditative process 

of knotting string supported extended conversations about 

conifer forest collapse, amongst other topics, multiplying 

the means through which the project’s message could  

be passed.

In the context of galleries and museums perfect strangers 

found themselves sharing pillows and stories of childhood 

experiences in the forest. Once the installation was 

relocated to an atrium within the University of Arizona 

School of Environment and Natural Resources Building 

(ENR2), I learned that members of the faculty and staff 

developed a practice of going on micro-retreats to the 

‘forest’ before or after stressful meetings. It moved people 

into other physical, spatial, temporal, and emotive places 

and positions. This was an unexpected, but desirable, 

effect of the installation.

Reflecting on this work one year later, Prone to Collapse 

afforded my continuing focus and movement towards, 

building agility, and (mind-)muscle memory in critical 

modalities of practice. The working and practicing enabled 

through this project was self-reflexive in questioning the 

sites and situations; programs, inhabitations and durations; 

materialities, methods of assembly. As an act (as opposed 

Photo Credit: Anne Byre
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to object) it was notable in having not been motivated by a 
client and for proposing alternative methods for addressing 
material and labor. 

Prone to Collapse is a slippery thing that at present moves 
around an expanded field between architecture and not-
architecture, scenography and not-scenography. While it is 
a carefully constructed environment in which material logic, 
detailing, and human agency and direct experience are 
elaborated with great care, and is undeniably architecture, it 
is also an installation. It is a theater, in which spectators view 
a performance of environment; and it is also a scenographic 
work that includes putting on a 'scene' and screening a 
video for the gallery-visitors who perform the act of lying in 
close proximity to others. It is a pop-up within the space of 
public institutions. It is also not-architecture—an atmosphere 
composed of the smell and crunch of pine needles under 
one’s head, soundscape of tree-branches hitting each other 
in winter wind, tactility formed by the pressure of the paper 
tubes supporting the body. It questions and reflects upon 
what, why and how to practice spatially, to think and make 
environments, and an opportunity to ask how else we might 
inhabit these.

FOOTNOTES

1 Parentheses and strike-throughs are mine, suggesting that 
other terms may inhabit the place that “sculpture” resides in 
Krauss’s statement.

2 I appreciate the French term scénographie for it implies 
exhibition design in addition to the designed elements for 
theatrical works.
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R EF UGIU M: 
ENGAGING 
IN ‘F LOW’ A S 
A N ACT OF 
PER FOR MING 
R ESIL IENCE By Tanja Beer
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Images of deforestation, coral bleaching and deadly droughts 
appear nightly on our news screens, and flicker past on our 
Facebook and Twitter feeds. Designed as a call to arms, a 
figurative stick to whip us into action, all too often this tsunami 
of information does the opposite. Watching the world through 
screens in the comfort of our homes, we can easily find 
ourselves at an ever greater distance and passivity to the very 
thing that is intended to propel us forward. 

As an artist investigating new forms of environmental science 
communication, I’m interested in how we lead people through 
a process of ecological understanding that not only engages 
the intellect but also solicits participatory action through the 
haptic and creative. Various platforms have demonstrated 
the value of hands-on activities – such as community 
gardening and crafting – in making meaningful connections 
and collective identities. In his seminal book, Flow: The 
Psychology of Optimal Experience (1990), Psychologist Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi describes how these activities can be an 
opportunity to engage with ‘flow’ – a highly focused mental 
state that increases awareness, connectivity and well-being. 
I am interested in how enabling ‘flow’ – especially in the 
context of ‘making or crafting together’ – can lead to a greater 
participation in society, which in turn may assist communities 
in tackling ecological and social issues more collaboratively.

These ideas of ‘flow’ were evident in my article ‘Growing 
Stages: A Lesson in EcoZenography?’, featured in Issue 12 
of the CSPA Quarterly. In my commentary, I described how 
working with plants allows us to slow down and engage more 
fully with our environment. Since writing the article in 2014, 
my work has taken me down the road of further exploring 
the effects that ‘vegetal art and crafting’ have on those who 
participate in them, prompting me to continue developing 
creative work with plants. As I engage more and more people 
in the making of these ‘living’ artworks, I am interested in how 
these projects not only connect people to environmental issues 
but also increases their health and vitality as well.

Building on my previous ‘living stage’ work, Refugium is an 
example of a recent ‘expanded scenography’ project which 
combined community crafting with ideas of ecological 
resilience. Inspired by the City of Melbourne's Draft Urban 
Ecology and Biodiversity Strategy, Refugium explored 
biodiversity in the city through participatory art-making with 
native plants and aimed to increase the vitality and viability 
of urban greening. The project employed the community 
in creating mini native plant-sculptures (‘kokedamas’) that 
were temporally installed in the centre of Federation Square 

(June 2016), creating a ‘bush refuge’ in the heart of the city. A 
key component of The Light in Winter celebrations, Refugium 
not only explored the notion of biodiversity in highly urban 
contexts, it directly fostered urban biodiversity, with all 
indigenous plants being distributed to the community at the 
end of the exhibition for planting in people’s own gardens and 
green spaces. The project engaged the community in the act of 
regenerative design and performance, by crowd-sourcing the 
propagation of urban biodiversity, and by fostering a collective 
re-imagination of Melbourne as an interconnected, biodiverse, 
regenerative and resilient system.

The ‘making’ of the Refugium was equally important to the 
final exhibition and distribution of the work. To create the 250 
plant-sculptures, four free workshops were set up at Federation 
Square to guide the participants through the process of 
kokedama-making (a Japanese technique of wrapping plants in 
moss and string). Workshop participants were encouraged to 
get their hands dirty and embrace the textures of the plant, soil 
and moss in the making of the spherical forms. 

It was through the act of wrapping the string around the moss 
that I observed how participants forged a relationship with 
their plant. As participants wrapped their mossball, postures 
became more relaxed and a sense of ease and contentment 
washed over people’s faces – there was a general feeling of the 
public becoming more focused and engaged. In handing over 
their plant-sculpture for the exhibition, participants expressed 
an enormous sense of pride and achievement in their work. 
What was created out of the workshops was a diverse 
assortment of kokedamas in all sizes, shapes and wrapping 
techniques – a wonderful depiction of ‘the many hands’ that 
shape a community.

Community ownership over the installation was evident in 
the number of workshop participants who came to see the 
temporary art installation of kokedamas hanging from recycled 
timber frames in the Upper Square. Crowds of people turned 
up at the end of the night, determined to take their own plant 
sculpture home, no matter how small or roughly wrapped. A 
small chaos erupted as people scrambled to get into the tiny 
exhibit with some people almost in tears as they struggled 
to find their plant in the bulging canopy of greenery. It was 
then that I realised that I had totally underestimated the level 
of attachment that is created when one makes something with 
their hands. While the aim of Refugium was to use creativity to 
facilitate nature connection, I had not anticipated the emotional 
involvement of the individuals and the intensity of their 
responses. Luckily, almost all of the ‘makers’ were reunited 
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with their kokedamas but the experience prompted greater 
questions about notions value and responsibility in the context 
of community-engaged art. The event had highlighted the 
power of ‘making’ in facilitating connection but also the need 
for developing a greater understanding of the psychology 
around these practices.

At the heart of Refugium was the investigation of alternative 
narratives for engaging urban communities with ecological 
themes and practices. Ecological issues are intrinsically social 
and any hope of changing people’s hearts and minds requires 
breaking down cultural and social boundaries. As an artist, 
this also involves engaging all walks of life in environmental 
projects – people who might not immediately identify 
themselves as being devoted to ecological issues, but  
through the act of ‘being creative’ become entwined in the 
process. My work is subversive rather than didactic. I’m 
not spelling out my environmental intentions but creating a 
platform for people to discover these meanings themselves 
through engaging with ‘flow’ in a way that combines 
community crafting with gardening.

My hope is that the Refugium provided an act of ‘performing 
resilience’ – a tangible example of how artistic public 
engagement tools and strategies can sow the seeds 
of ecosystem awareness, community vitalisation and 
environmental stewardship.

Photo Credit: Tanja Beer, Linus Tan and Nick Roux
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By Ian Garrett

TIM E SHIF TING  
OF PER FOR M A NCE

Screenshot of Augmented Reality Experience  

for "Elements of Oz" by the Builders Association. 

Captured by Ian Garrett
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Effective environmental design, be it theatrical or for 
commercial space, enhances the understanding of the activity 
it contains. This might be the staging of a play, it might be 
crowd control at a theme park, it may be the wayfinding in 
a commercial building. This may take cues from history in 
the forms used, like in the design of a period set piece, or 
in the organizational systems, like Peter Eisenman’s idea of 
embedded but invisible historical meaning in present-day 
space described in Feints1. But, these temporal divisions can 
become permeable with the rise of virtual and augmented 
reality for immersive recordings. As our world shifts around 
us due to both climate change and the expansion of the built 
environment, this gives us powerful tools to understanding 
the relationship of the past and present in a way we can 
experience. It also offers a unique understanding and 
provocation of time for the scenographer. 

One of the first literary examples of virtual or augmented 
reality was Adolfo Bioy Casares’s The Invention of Morel, 
which Jorge Luis Borges declared a masterpiece of plotting. 
The novella tells the story of a man who has found his way to 
a seemingly deserted island while on the run from the law in 
Venezuela. He finds that he is not alone any longer, and falls in 
love with a woman in the party of visitors. He comes to realize 
that all of the visitors are actually an elaborate recording. He 
sets about adding himself to the recording so that it appears 
that he and the woman he’s enamored with are together. If he 
can’t actually be a part of this woman’s life, then he will settle 
for a convincing simulation. To the future viewer, they would 
appear to be together. 

In addition to its impact on Latin American literature, it is also 
the inspiration for Alain Resnais’s film Last Year at Marienbad2 
and more contemporary filmmakers such as David Lynch. It 
is often referred to as the first example of VR in fiction. 1983’s 
Brainstorm3 starring Christopher Walken, which does not 
refer to the device used as virtual reality, is also one of the 
first films to explore using technology to create individual 
immersive simulations recorded based on someone else’s 
experience. 

Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are less  
sets of technologies than they are achieved states, in which  
a convincing simulation transports the audience, mentally,  
to another time or place. We may think of the image of  
using a head-mounted display as virtual reality, but this  
is one specific technology for isolating the viewer to avoid 
unintended cross pollination with outside sensory information 
outside of the creator’s control. A case could be made for 
live action role play, or LARPing4, as a form of virtual reality. 
One could also suggest that the rise in immersive theatrical 
experiences, such as Punch Drunk and Emursiv’s Sleep  
No More. 

The priority in effective immersive content is to create a 
satisfying experience, regardless of the technology. The 
rise in VR devices owes a great deal to the proliferation of 

smartphones. Starting with the iPhone, these devices have 
pushed development and the ubiquity of small and high-
resolution displays that pair well with positional sensors. 
While one can purchase a purpose build head mounted 
display—the goggles which many identify with VR—one 
can have an effective experience with Google’s cardboard, 
a literal cardboard box with lens meant to be folded around 
your existing smartphone. 

The New York Times launched a VR app in October 20156 
and sent all of its subscribers a Google cardboard. The short 
VR film Take Flight7, directed by Daniel Askill and feature a 
star-studded cast in the clouds, was released by the New York 
Times, and is an excellent example of using this technology to 
effectively transport a viewer.

In addition to the accessibility of viewing a VR experience, 
there is a growing market of devices which assist in creating 
these experiences. For a few hundred dollars, you can 
purchase a US Ricoh’s Theta S pocket-sized camera with two 
wide-angle lens on either side, which, when stitched together 
in the camera, creates a video sphere. It is limited, as the 
video resolution is not really suitable for anything other than 
personal use, but it does take excellent stills. Moving up to a 
more professional final product, there are a number of ways 
to use an array of GoPro cameras to achieve the same sphere, 
including that company’s own $5000 USD Omni Rig, using six 
cameras. At the top end of the field is the $60,000 USD Nokia 
OZO, using eight cameras and geared towards professional 
VR film makers. 

All of these cameras do something similar: each lens 
or camera captures a portion of the field of vision, with 
enough overlapping area to stitch these together into a flat 
equirectangular video, a projection similar to those many will 
be accustomed to through the flat world map’s representation 
of the globe. This video can then be wrapped around the 
interior of a sphere. By allowing the viewer to move the 
sphere by either clicking a dragging or using the positional 
sensors in a device, one can recreate a sense that there is 
freedom of movement in the scene. 

The use of audio to create immersive experiences can be 
dated by to the Alder’s Théâtrophone in the 19th century.8 

9 This technique uses two microphones to record a left and 
right channel, and places them the same distance apart as 
one would your ears. This takes advantage of our innate 
ability to located sounds in space based on the slight 
differences in the amount of time it takes for a sound wave  
to reach one and then another ear. This has been used 
recently to excellent effect in Complicite’s The Encounter10 
which premiered at the Edinburgh International Festival in 
2015 and has recently been seen on Broadway. 

Augmented, versus virtual reality doesn’t fully immerse the 
viewer in the content, but allows it to be in conversation with 
the surrounding environment. The now defunct Google Glass 
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is one example: it projected content in the direct field of vision 
of one wearing the device, but the technology has been more 
successfully implemented in phone-based apps. These apps 
use the device’s camera, GPS, and positional data to overlay 
information on the screen which lines up with the surrounding 
world. Yelp’s mobile app includes the monocle feature which 
allows the user to scan their environment for businesses 
and see the associated reviews. Snapchat’s filters use facial 
recognition to overlap computer graphics on selfies. This 
has also been used in performance. For example, Elements 
of Oz, The Builder’s Association show about the making of 
the Wizard of Oz, used a custom mobile app on their closed 
network to stream content to the audience’s mobile devices. 
This was as part of the sound device and overlaid the stage 
picture with computer generated imagery. 

My interest in these technologies has been to combine these 
to “timeshift” performances. More commonly associated 
with television and the growth of digital video recorders, 
timeshifting refers to watching locally recorded broadcast 
content after it’s originally scheduled broadcast. In May 
2015, in association with Out of Box Productions and their 
performance Installation Rallentando12 13, I conducted a 
test to combine these immersive techniques. I captured 
the performance using the Ricoh camera and a binaural 
field recorder in the center of the room. These were edited 
together and posted to YouTube, which supports the playback 
of video spheres. Two days later I returned to the venue and 
lined up the video sphere with the space and was able to scan 
the room using my device to watch the past event. By also 
geotagging the file, I had ‘haunted’ the space. 

The comparison of historical and current photos for a location 
is not uncommon. Google Maps’ street view allows you to 
see any past version of their drive-by images, which are 
created using the same technique previously explained to 
make video or photo spheres. Sergey Larenkov14is an artist 
who has blended together photos from World War II with the 
same locations today, allowing the viewer to contemplate 
the relationship between the 1940s and present day in the 
context of historical events. Photographer James Balog, the 
subject of the 2012 documentary Chasing Ice 15, has used 
this technique to highlight the effect of climate change on 
glaciers. Juxtaposing two points of time in the same place is a 
fascinating way to consider history in context and an effective 
way to underscore the degree to which a place has changed. 

Using the immersive recording technologies previously 
described, this idea of temporal comparison has the potential 
for even greater impact on the viewer by “haunting” a 
location with media that reveals a place’s past. Referring back 
to the idea of the achieved state which describes effective 
virtual reality experiences, an alternative to isolating the 
viewer from the outside environment to encourage the brain 
to accept the virtual environment as reality is to locate, 
through augment reality techniques, the recorded virtual 
experience in the actual world. As opposed to segregating 

the experiences to avoid cross pollination, a haunting exploits 
the similarities to cross the uncanny valley of reality. 

There are landscapes around the globe which are threatened 
by climate change. As these scenes change, it will also 
dramatically change the relationship between the populations 
that live in these places to their home. Glenn Albrecht’s idea 
of solastalgia16 describes the psychological effect this has: a 
sense of homesickness without leaving home. Victoria Burns’s 
short film Tinau17 (My Mother), is described as “an intimate 
family portrait of a Kiribatese mother settled in the U.K. and 
the ties that bind her to her former disappearing homeland.” 
This is one of those threatened places: It is predicted that 
Kiribati will, like Tuvalu and other low lying pacific island, 
will be lost to rising seas as a result of climate change. In 
the film, Burns talks about a VHS tape which her mother 
watches frequently which contains footage of her homeland. 
Burns’ narration expresses concern that this video may 
one day be the only thing left to show her own children of 
their grandmother’s home. The effect of this is haunting, in 
the sense that this also means poignant or evocative. Using 
immersive recordings could be a powerful way of preserving 
these memories currently stored on an aging VHS tape. 

As the process for creating these immersive technological 
hauntings is refined, this can become both a powerful 
archival tool, and, by tying the content to a specific location, 
an opportunity to create deeply affective augment reality 
experiences that allow the viewer to time-shift their 
experience of a performance in a drastically changed 
landscape. Imagine traditional dance forms from these 
disappearing islands found long after the land has been 
submerged by the sea, spatially recreated with immersive 
technologies while floating on the now open ocean. Or, 
imagine site-specific performance works created on glacial 
fields, not receded and revealing land uncovered after 
centuries under ice. These are the ghosts of our bodies in  
the environment. 

Photo Credit: Ian Garrett
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The PSi Performance+Design Working Group is a newly 
formed network working within the structure of Performance 
Studies international (PSi). It is a “global network of 
artists, designers, architects and theorists focusing on 
interdisciplinary design performativity in all its creative and 
discursive machinations. The PSi P+Dwg seeks to collectively 
formulate our ongoing, evolving, and emerging mission, and 
trace out the group’s interests, intentions and ambitions over 
differing tempos (short + long term).” 

Led by co-chairs Dorita Hannah and Beth Weinstein in 
response to this new geological era of our making, the 
PSi Performance+Design working group held a five day 
international symposium/workshop hosted by the University 
of Tasmania’s Creative Exchange Institute called Intervening 
in the Anthropo(s)cene: Probes_Actions_Encounters June 
28th – July 3rd, 2016. This working group meeting, held in 
the week leading up to the PSi#22 Performance Climates 
Conference at the University of Melbourne (July 6th – 9th, 
2016), served as a Tasmanian ‘pre-amble’. It “acknowledged 
the anthropocenic reality we live in, utilizing this reality to 
consider its relationship to how landscape is constructed as 
scenery, in turn manufacturing spatial and cultural identities 
in relation to how environments are experienced. With a 
link to scenography as ‘spatial scripting’ we have gathered 
researching artists, architects, designers, theorists and 

performers from Australia and further afield to share and 
develop their thinking through collaborative embodied action 
in order to propose new ways of inhabiting landscapes that 
inhabit us via shifting political, social and physical climates.”

Participants gathered in Hobart on the 28th of July for personal 
introductions and summaries to each other’ work before 
heading to Maria Island for a three-day exploration. Shortly 
after arriving, the group was assembled and transported 
to experience Campbell Drake’s Spatial Tuning adjacent to 
the McRobies Gully Waste Management Centre, occupying 
approximately 20 hectares in the foothills of Mt Wellington. 
After returning from the tip (dump), there was dinner and, 
for the number of participants having just completed lengthy 
journeys, sleep. 

After a Social Tuning to start the day, led by Maria Lurighi 
from the Conservatory of Music, the second day consisted of a 
marathon of Pecha Kucha style presentations to introduce the 
research, creative practice, and interests of the participants 
to each other. With some of the more jet lagged of the group 
struggling to make it to the end, the day was capped off with 
presentations and discussion on local knowledge to continue 
to provide context for the intensive collaboration the group 
would embark on for the next few days. 
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On the 30th, participants met early for their trip to Maria 
Island—pronounced with a long “I”. Maria Island is off the 
Southeast coast of Tasmania: an island off of an island off 
an island. Currently a National Park with lodging facilities, 
Maria Island has a storied past which is part of what made it 
compelling for this gathering. Signs of the Tyreddeme band of 
the Oyster Bay tribe is evident across the island, especially the 
bays on either side of the Island’s isthmus. In the 19th century 
the island served as a penial colony and three structures from 
this time remain, including the convict penitentiary which 
hosts the overnight guests of the island. From the 1880s, the 
island was used for a number of industrial purposes by Diego 
Bernacchi. The ruins of his cement business greet visitors when 
the daily ferry from Triabunna arrives at the island’s jetty. The 
limestone for the cement itself a part of the island’s prehistoric 
history, having been quarried from the notable fossil cliffs on the 
northwest end of the Island. 

Maria was the ultimate destination of the Working Group for this 
workshop/symposium. Participants bused to the ferry to cross 
the Mercury Passage and cart belongings, equipment, and food 
to the petitionary. Once settled, members of the working group 
met in their sub-groups—as organized based on their abstracts 
submitted with their applications to explore the island and look 
for potentials for interventions in the landscape—to explore the 
potential sites to work. Led by Shauna Janseen the object-event 

group vocalized into the remains of Bernacchi’s silos. Katrina 
Simon led Landscape Scenographies to meet the dawn at the 
fossil cliffs in emergency blankets. Maria Kunda’s group, wild 
derives, took to written reflection. 

Malcolm Angelucci and Chris Caines led mapping biomes to 
cross over with the object-event group after group members 
Tanja Beer and Geoffrey Heard led a scenographic specimen 
collection. Alchemical probes, as led by Michael Hornblow, 
focused on a number of individual projects. While group and 
individual work took place throughout the time on Maria, meals 
packed by Honeychild catering were prepared for communal 
dining by the groups and the nights were spent around the 
penitentiary fireplace diving deeper into conversations about 
the day’s findings. 

The time on the island was met with good weather which took a 
turn for the wet on the return to Hobart in time for the Australian 
federal election. The following day the entire group met at the 
Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) to debrief in preparation 
for the PSi conference in Melbourne later in the week. Not all 
participants would continue on to the day of sessions schedule to 
talk about the future of the working group. Based on the feelings 
of success of the trip, many committed to finding ways to work 
together in the future.
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The day closed with wine, cheese, and a gusty winds beneath 
James Turrell’s AMARNA. 

Participants, or interveners in Intervening in the Anthropo(s)
cene: Probes_Actions_Encounters included: Malcolm Angelucci 
(Uni Melbourne, AUS), Suzie Attiwill (RMIT, AUS), Tanja Beer 
(Uni Melbourne, AUS), Chris Caines (UTS, AUS), Sean Coyle 
(UTAS, AUS), Campbell Drake (RMIT/UTS, AUS),  Ian Garrett 
(York Univ., Canada), Dorita Hannah (UTAS, AUS), Geoffrey 
Heard (Uni Melbourne, AUS), Michael Hornblow (UTAS, 
AUS), Liisa Ikonen (Aalto, Finland), Shauna Janssen (Concordia, 
Canada),  Louisa King (RMIT, AUS), Maria Kunda (UTAS, 
AUS), Alice Lewis (RMIT, AUS), Sara Lindsay (UTAS, AUS), Maiju 
Loukola (Aalto, Finland), Catherine Murphy (New School, 
USA), Jacquie Naismith (Massey, New Zealand), Helen Norrie 
(UTAS, AUS), Elizabeth Parker (New School, USA), Joanne 
Paterson Kinniburg (UTS, AUS), Justy Phillips (AUS), Fernando 
Quesada (Alcala, Spain), Saskia Schut (RMIT, AUS), Ana Serrano 
(UTAS/Spain), Emma Shepard-Simms (UTAS, AUS), Katrina 
Simon (UNSW, AUS), Beth Weinstein (Univ. Arizona/UTAS, USA), 
and Margaret Woodward (Charles Sturt Univ., AUS).

Additional information on the workshop/symposium can be 
found on the Performance+Design Working Group website: 
https://psiperformancedesign.wordpress.com/
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The other day I was talking with a colleague about Visual 
Composition. His training and teaching experience was 
rooted in 2D forms and design—mine in performance. 
He used the phrase “actual lines vs. implied lines,” and 
my brain paused. It was such a beautiful, succinct way to 
describe implied continuation, one of the Gestalt theories 
of perception. I immediately incorporated it into my 
teaching vocabulary (singing his praises all the while). 

The concepts of “actual” vs. “implied” are incredibly 
pertinent now, not only to discussions of lines, but to 
forms, disciplines, facts and ideas. The confluence of 
actual and implied produces frighteningly amorphous 
and inaccurate discussions in politics, but incredibly 
exciting dialogues within art and culture. 

The term “Expanded Scenography” implies that all 
that is expanded is rooted in theories and methods of 
theater. The word scenography dates back centuries, 
is associated with designers Adolphe Appia and 
Josef Svoboda, and has been lovingly analyzed by 
scenographer Pamela Howard in her book “What is 
Scenography?” (The answer is everything from “The life 
of a space and a vision of humanity,” to “The art of space 
in action,” according to the professionals she asked.)1 
Ultimately the Prague Quadrennial, long known as the 
International Exhibition for Scenography and Theatre 
Architecture, abandoned the term in favor of the name 
Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space 
in 20112. Despite its vast potential and understanding, the 
term scenography was still seen as too limiting. 

Work in this issue that could be framed as interactive 
art, site-specific installation, architectural design. The 
language it is framed in says more about the training 
of its creator or reviewer than the work itself. What’s 
exciting is when disciplines are close enough to swap 
tools, terminologies, methods of thinking. with greater 
ease. As is clearly stated, there is an enthusiasm for 
interdisciplinary thinking. Which holds great potential 
for our creative future.

I want a very sharp distinction between “actual” and 
“implied” in my discussions of budgets, weapons 
management, federal administration, statistics of 
any kind. When talking of disciplines within the arts, 
however, the borders diminish easily and rapidly. I’m 
excited about what this means for our collective creative 
development and shared future.

Meghan Moe Beitiks 
Lead Editor 
Center for Sustainable Practice in the Arts Quarterly

1 Pamela Howard, What is Scenography?, (New York, Routledge, 2002), xiv-xv. 
2 Thea Brejzek, Expanding Scenography: On the Authoring of Space (Prague, The Theatre Institute, 2011), 8.

END
NOTES »»
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CSPA QUARTERLY ON: SENSE AND SENSUALITY
What sustains our senses? Exploring firsthand experiences of nature, methods  
of non-human communication and harassment, and ideas of “ecosexuality,” this 
issue looks at sensory understandings of ecologies. With contributions from  
Annie Sprinkle, Dao Nguyen, The Plant Sex Consultancy, Pony Express, Sacha  
Kagan and more.

CSPA QUARTERLY ON (DIS/SUSTAIN/ABILITY) 
GUEST EDITOR BRONWYN PREECE
Drawing on practitioners and scholars from three continents – some self-identifying 
as ǮdisabledǮ, others not – this issue grapples with the neologistic tensions, hurdles 
and gifts of our cultural, social, economic and environmental propensities towards 
and with notions of disability.  The issue wheels us down new paths and forks in  
the road, encounters the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 
examines irreverence, marginalization, activism and policy, adds dimension to crip 
vernaculars, poeticizes the political, swears at homogenization, artistically 
interrogates impairment, sews together and performs through the very being 
 of disability, sustainably...   ultimately, begging us to consider and reconfigure 
disability in this Anthropocenic age of constant climatic flux.

Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis for inclusion in the CSPA Quarterly.  
Send your proposals, papers, images, and reports to moe@sustainablepractice.org

 
The Center for Sustainable Practice in the Arts [CSPA] provides a network of 
resources to artists and arts organizations, which will enable them to become 
ecologically and economically sustainable while maintaining artistic excellence 
and innovation. The CSPA views sustainability through environmentalism, economic 
stability, and strengthened cultural infrastructure. The CSPA gathers and disseminates 
information through daily blog feeds, monthly electronic newsletters, a quarterly 
publication, national and international conference attendance, and occasional 
published reports. 

The CSPA was founded in 2008 by Ian Garrett and Miranda Wright and is currently 
operating digitally between Los Angeles and Toronto.

The CSPA is a for-profit LLC. The decision to become a for profit entity came from 
a desire to break the conventional 501(c)3 dependency, and to have the ability 
to engage politically. The CSPA explores hybrid business models, and seeks to 
re-invest into the arts. 

We hope you’ll join us in our cause by becoming part of our expanding network. 

www.sustainablepractice.org

UPCOMING ISSUES
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